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THE SUBTLE BUT SIGNIFICANT EFFECT OF METEOR ECHOES ON
OTH-RADAR-SYSTEM DETECTION SENSITIVITIES

[Unclassified Title]

INTRODUCTION

(S) The Naval Research Laboratory has been active in the development of OTH
radar technologies since the early 1950's. Over the years detections have been achieved
of nuclear detonations, missile-induced ionospheric perturbations, aircraft, hypervelocity
reentry bodies, ships, and IRBM, SLBM, ICBM and ABM launches.

(S) As a result of experimental expertise developed at NRL coupled with notable
detection success wi~h the Madre radar, the Air Force invited NRL to partv-ipate in
developing the concepts of the FPS-95 radar. As a follow-on, an NRL team of scientists
and engineers helped prepare performance specifications for the FPS-95, evaluated bidding
documents, and followed the development of hardware from shortly after contract award
until installation at Orfordness, East Anglia, United Kingdom. NRL has had a team of
research investigators on site for the past 2-1/2 years. NRL continues to have vested
int:erest in the successful operation of the FPS-95 radar.

(S) The FPS-95 radax system is perhaps unique, possessing greater transmitter pur-
ity and receiving system linearity, resulting in greater sensitivity, than any other known
OTH radar system. The receiver linear range of 90 dB has permitted the detection of
minimal echoes perhaps heretofore not seen by extant OTH systems. This great system I
sensitivity however has produced a wide gamut of effects to be seen in the radar output,
thus often compromisingthe range of visibility from 90 dB to 70 or even 60 dB. On-site
scientists have been diligent in ferreting out various trouble spots in the hardware such as
in the signal processor, antenna, and antenna ground screen. As defects are located, fixes
are installed. These improvements have in fact resulted in greater linearity.

(S) Presently under investigation at the FPS-95 site is the propagation medium. It
is likely that received signals heretofore termed noise may be due to range-discrete meteor
echoes or to range-dispersive auroral scatterers. It is the purpose of this reporting to dis-
cuss the possibility of meteor-nose echoes being a contributor to the FPS-95 noise.

(S) Initially in this report a description of the FPS-95 noise will be given as to its
distribution in range and associated spectral character. Then an examination in the light
of the literature and past NRL experimental experience will be given of the likelihood
that meteor-nose echoes can cause the FPS-95 noise. This examination qualifies meteor-
nose echoes as a valid possible cause.

(S) Recently the Madre radar was deployed to sample near-range and far-range
meteor returns in order that their spectral nature be assessed. These results will be
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compared with the features of the FPS-95 noise. Good agreement confirms the postulate
that meteor-nose echoes are contributors to the FPS-95 background noise. Recommenda-
tions will be made as to hardware modifications and operational procedures to minimize
meteor nose echoes in the target region.

BACKGROUND

(S) A visit to the FPS-95 radar site was made in December 1972 [1] to determine
the nature of the troublesome noise. Even though profitable discussions were held with
other NRL scientists, representatives of the Mitre Corporation, Air Force Cambridge Re-
search Laboratory (AFCRL) and members of the Royal Air Force and U.S. Air Force, a
lucid description of the noise was net forthcoming. Prior to the conclusion of the visit,
consultations were held with the Mission Director, Lt. CoL Wubker [21, during which
noise mechanisms were cited by NRL, these being: near-range and far-range, meteor
echoes, a round-the-world echoes, spurious-lQbe (off-axis) auroral echoes, precipitation
static, echoes (doppler dispersed) from field-aligned irregularities at or near the magnetic
equator, and co-channel interference.

(S) In January 1973 a meeting was held at the Mitre Corporation in Bedford,
Massachusetts, to discuss possible mechanisms for the noise. At this meeting the first
clear characterization of the noise was given [3]. NRL was referred to an internal Mitre
memorandum [4] and was subsequently supplied a copy o! the ia1 c.morandum. The
description of the noise given is as follows:

0 The noise varies markedly with range; it is not uniformly distributed over
all range bins as noise shoivld be.

* The noise seems to be prominent at near ranges, with a null occurring at
600 to 700 n.mi. and a rise in noise level occurring 100 or more nautical miles in front
of the earth backscatter; hence the name range-related noise (RRN). RRN is seen in dif-
ferent seasons, at different times of the day, in various beams, on both polarizations, and
at various operating frequencies. The near-range noise (out to approximately 600 n.mL)
persists even when the operating frequency is above the maximum usable frequency
(above the MUF no ionospheric refraction is available).

* The noise tends somewhat to be proportional to ground-clutter amplitude,
hence the name clutter-related noise (CRN) as well as RRN.

* The energy is spread into doppler domains well removed from the normal
clutter spectrum.

* The noise level is asymmetric between approaching and receding doppler
bins; at near ranges and far ranges in front of the earth backscatter the noise energy
evidences a shift to the recede dopplers.

(S) Figure 1 depicts the dominant features of the noise being seen with the FPS-95
radar. In fig. la the clutter (earth return) has been reduced by 50 dB to effect a

SECRET-NOFORN
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comparison in range of appearance of the noise and clutter. The dotted line representing
the noise has a minimum between 600 and 700 n.mi. The noise measured at the null is
at a level that is expected. The enigma that persists is tha' such a low level of noise is
not available at all ranges. The noise can be seen to rise from the null at a range in
advance of the earth return.

CLUTTER (-50 dB)

,NOISE
D_. 65-704B

a.= d

TRANSMIT 600-700 -20 0 20
TIME RANGE (n. mi.)-- DOPPLER FREQUENCY (Hz)

TIME DELAY DISTRIBUTION OF NOISE SPECTRAL ASYMMETRY OF NOISE

(S) Fig. 1-Description of noise detected with the
FPS-95 radar (a) Time-delay distribution of the noise

showing the basis for the names clutter-related noise
(CRN) and range-related noise (RRN) (b) Spectral
asymmetry of the noise

(S) Figure lb shows the spectral character of the CRN. The large echo at 0 dop-
pler frequency corresponds to the clutter. It can be seen that approach (positive) dop-
piers show a flat response from the clutter edge out to maximum dopplers whereas the
energy of the recede side of the carrier shows a 10 to 15 dt rise above the 65 to 70 dB
down le%'el.

HYPOTHESIS G,' A NOISE MECHANISM

(S) NRL's immediate reaction to the description of the RRN as given at the Mitre
Corporation in January was that meteor-nose echoes were in a good part responsible for
the noise. The radar ray profile shown all the top in Fig. 2 repeatedly intersects with the
E layer. The region over which meteors impacting the earth's atmosphere ionize is I
centered approximately around 100 km, which coincides essentially with the E layer[5-S ].
Each penetration of the E layer gives rise to many meteor echoes both of the nose and
trail types.V

(S) The meteor-nose echoe is due to radar energy being reflected from the volume
of electrons being produced during the formation of the trail and is available for a frac-
tional part of a second. The meteor-trail echo, which in contrast to the meteor-nose echo
may persist for seconds or even minutes, is energy reflected from the ionized trail of a
meteor after the meteor itself has essentially consumed itself in generation of light, heat,
and ionization. The trail echo can possess discrete nonzero dopplers which can be
identified with ionospheric winds. The trail echo as it persists will evidence fading due
to wind shears in the E layer that will temWd to disperse the ionized trail.

SECRET-NOFORN
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(S) Not all meteors that produce a nose echo will produce a lasting trail echo.
Whether a meteor giving rise to a nose-type echo will generate a trail is a function of
ionization levels produced, which in turn depend on particle mass and velocity. It is a
redeeming feature for OTH radars that the transient behavior of the nose echo, which
predominates in occurrence, does not persist. For this reason integration or dwell times
should be chosen to deny the ill effects of meteors without compromising detection
sensitivities to a great degree. Although OTH radars are sensitive to both kinds of echoes,
consideration to follow will be of the meteor-,ose echo alone.

(S) Figure 2 shows the ranges at which meteor echoes as well as clutter appear. It
can be seen that meteor-echo distributions essentially bracket the regions of earth returns.
The geometry shows that meteor echoes are elicited from the E layer at ranges beginning
with the highest ray intersection with the E layer and continuing to the lowest ray of the
transmitter beam. Often the lowest ray of the beam is the ray tangent to the earth at
the transmitter. This tangent ray intersects the E region at a range of approximately 600
n. mi. Meteors that produce reflections at layer heights above the E layer may give echo
ranges in excess of 600 n.mi. The geometry does however support the contention that
meteor echoes essentially cease at 600 n.mi. or so. This looks strikingly like the noise
null of Fig. la.

SIMPLE RAY GEOMETRY
F LAYER

C c 0E 
LAYER

TRANSMITTER lot-HOP 2nd- HIu
EARTH RETURN EARTH RETURN

METEOR i BACK- METEOR BACK ,C TTER
ECHOES I SCATTER , ECHOES SCATTER SCALED

DOWN 1Y

RECEIVER OUTPUT

(C) Fig. 2-Radar ray profile depicting meteor-echo regions: A is the near-range
meteor region, B is the far.range region, and C and D are additional regions

Near-Range Meteor Echoes

(U) Figure 3 due to McKinley [91 is a plot of range distributions taken during non-
shower observing periods. Curve A for 0600 hours shows a greater percentage of meteors
at longer ranges than curve B for 1800 hours. This is because meteors impacting the
earth's atmosphere in the morning have added to their velocity the velocity of the earth
around the sun, thus giving them a higher velocity, which results in the meteors ionizing
at a higher altitude and thus being seen at greater ranges. Those particles inbound at
1800 hours are effectively chasing after the earth; their velocities are reduced by the
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(U) Fig. 3--Typical near-range meteor-echo occur-
rence as a function of radar range (figure from Ref.
9). Curve A is for 0600 hours, and curve B is for
1800 hours

earth's orbital velocity. This visibility differential between the morning and evening
meteors accounts for the variation in rates at the two times. The variation is less than an
order of magnitude.

(S) Many experimenters [5, 9-11] have documented the presence of meteor echoes
in the near range out to the tangent ray. McKinley's plots do not show meteors at 600
n.mi. due presumably to poor low-elevation-angle performance of his antennas.

Far-Range Meteor Echoes

(U) Figure 4 gives the far-range meteor distribution [12] for various days in the
S~summer of 1960 as measured using NRL's low-power transmitting equipment. These

meteor counts were made from film records showing echoes as a function of range and
time. The range parameter was scaled as a separaLi•on distance from the ground back-
scatter. The range bin width was 20 n.mi. No count was made in the 20-n.mi. bin just
preceding the backscatter. Even though a doppler analysis was not available tu discrimi-
nate meteor echoes occurring at ranges coincident with the earth-return pattern, -lumerous
such echoes were seen in the A-scope monitor. The presence of far-range meteor echoes
at ranges in advance of first-hop earth returns has been confirmed again and again by
various investigators [13-15].

(S) Thus we have seen that near-range and far-range meteor echoes occur at those
ranges where the FPS-95 radar noise seems to be at a high level. Next we will establish
a characterization of the meteor-nose echo that will show it to coincide spectrally with
the asymmetrical noise feature.
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(U) Fig. 4-Far-range meteor distributions (no inverse range compensation used)
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(e) Distribution of August 6, 1960 (centroid 100.8 (f) Distribution of August 30, 1960 (centroid
n.mi. from the backscatter leading edge at 1538 165.3 n.mi. from the backscatter leading edgeat
n.mi.) 1894 n.mi.)

(U) Fig. 4-(Continued)

Spectral Character of Meteor-Nose Echoes

(S) Figure 5 due to Lovell [10] shows the theoretical amplitude-vs-time pattern for
a meteor-nose echo. The original work for showing the diffraction pattern was performed
by Davies and Elyett '16]. The point P at the base of the vertical scale represents the
point in time (consider the abscissa as a time scale increasing from right to left) that the
meteor path becomes perpendicular to the radar ray. The meteor while to the right of
the vertical scale axis is an approaching reflector. (Meteor motion is from right to left.)
Upon passing the perpendicular (orthogonal geometry between path and ray) the meteor
becomes a receding reflector. It can be seen that the echo amplitude grows from a small
value on the approach side to a maximum value at a point somewhat beyond point P.
Thus the meteor-nose echo would yield its largest radar echo after passing point P and
becoming a receding reflector.

(U) Figure 6 due to Hawkins and Brown [17] shows the theoretical approach and
recede character for the meteor nose-echo. The maximum echo amplitude occurs at the
time of perpendicularity according to Hawkins. He indicates the rising characteristic is
available in only 5% of meteors-that is, there is no appreciable echo energy before the
point of orthogonal geometry (also the minimum range point). Hawkins thus seems to
corroborate Davies and Elyett in their diffraction-pattern specification for the temporal
behavior of the nose echo.
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RECEDE APPROACH

-2

0.

TIME P

(U) Fig. 5-Theoretical amplitude-vs-time pattern for
a meteor-nose echo

P

!W

TIME ECHO DURATION

(U) Fig. 6-Fresnel-echo notation for a meteor-nose reflection

(U) Manning et al. [181 report a large increase in signal strength of the meteor
echo as the received doppler frequency (down whistle for an approaching particle) passes
through zero. The maximum signal, termed "burst," is associated with a body doppler
frequency which is of the recede sense.

(S) Hence theoretically the meteor-nose echo should present more reflected energy
at recede dopplers. If this is experimentally so, the meteor-nose echo becomes a better
candidate as the noise causative mechanism. The doppler sense of the maximum-ampli-
tude echo as specified by the theory is in complete accord with the spectral characteriza-
tion given (Fig. 1) for the RRN. Thus still to be demonstrated by experimental results
is that the meteor nose in fact does yield a doppler asymmetrical echo.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS -

(S) To investigate the spectral character of meteor-nose echoes, on 23 February
1973 the Madre radar was operated on a frequency of 18.100 MHz, which would provide
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for above-the-MUF operation for a period of time and then refracted propagation in order
that a sampling might be made of the near-range and far-range echoes in one day.

Near-Range Meteor Echoes

(S) The Madre transmitter was operated at progressively lower power levels over
the period of the near-range study to see if there was any power dependence of spectral
behavior of the meteor. The transmitter power program was as follows:

Time (GMT) Peak Transmit Power (MW) Relative Power (dB)

11:04:56-11:15:56 2.3 -3
11:15:56-11:26:56 1.15 -6
11:26:56-11:37:56 0.29 -12
11:39:56-11:50:56 0.073 -18

No modifications in average spectral character of the meteor nose echo was noted as a
result of transmitter power changes.

(C) The Madre phased-array antenna was used on boresight (77 0 T). No modifica-
tions were made to azimuth or elevation steering during either the near-range or far-range
collection of data.

(S) Figures 7 through 10 are a series of offset doppler time records (11 minutes
long) with accompanying spectral readout records. The radar pulse rate for these figures
was 60 pps, giving 30 Hz unambiguous doppler. A doppler offset of 15 Hz was used to
give 15 Hz above the doppler zero and 13 Hz below (the lower 2 Hz being denied by the
display sweep program). Figure 7a is the radar readout from 11:04:56 to 11:15:56. Ap-
proach dopplers appear in the upper half of the frame, with recede dopplers appearing
below the midpoint on the ordinate.

(S) The range window for these observations was set at 80 n.mi. to simulate the
range bin used with the FPS-95 radar on a PRF of 40 pps. NRL feels such a range
aperture is too long to discriminate the discrete targets of dimensions that are appreciably
less than 80 n.mi.

(S) Each of the vertical intensified lines is a meteor-nose echo. Often more than
one echo occurs at the same point (approximately) in time in any given 80-n.mi. range
segment. The gross effect noted in Figs. 7a, 8a, 9a, and 10a is the preponderance of
meteor echo energy on the lower half or recede side of the record. A majority of the
meteor echoes give receding reflections, a smaller number show energy on both approach
and recede sides of the carrier, and a relatively insignificant number exhibit only approach
reflections.

(S) In Figs. 7b, 8b, 9b, and 10b the total 11-minute doppler.vs-time record has
been processed through an equivalent analysis bandwidth of 0.075 Hz, coherently
detected, and passed through a low-pass filter with 25-Hz cutoff frequency, which
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(S) Fig. 7a-An 11-minute offset doppler record of meteor echo distribution with doppler
frequency. The doppler zero is at the midpoint of the ordinate, the approach sense is
above the zero, and the recede sense is below. The range sample is 277 to 357 n.mi.

corresponds to averaging over the total 11 minutes. The amplitude of the spectral readout
is as indicated in dB.

(S) In the spectra records the amplitude curves are similar, with a rather steep rise
beginning on the approach side at +15 Hz and coming to maximum value at or slightly
beyond (on the recede side of) the doppler zero and then diminishing slowly to a level of
from -4 to -8 dB at -13 Hz. The amplitude difference between the spectral amplitude at
+5 aid at -5 Hz is reasonably conzt -mt for the four records at a value of 8 to 10 dB.

(U) It is interesting to compare the shape of the spectral characteristic of Figs. 7b,
8b, 9b and 10b with the theoretical curve of Fig. 5. The resemblance between the
theoretically expected dmplitude-vs-time behavior and the experimentally determined
values is quite good.

(S) Figure 11 is yet another 11-minute doppler-vs-time record taken when the
transmitter power had been reduced to 0.073 MW. Even though there are fewer total
meteor echoes, the distribution of energy on the two sides of the radar carrier frequency
appears the same as in the higher t.'ansmitter power records, with recede echoes dominat-
ing. Within the range of power leveis programmed during the test no significant differ-
ence was noted in the distribution of echo energy from the meteor nose echoes.
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DOPPLER FREQUENCY (Hz)
(S) Fig. 7b-Spect'al readout of the 11-minute record of Fig. 7a. The relative

amplitude is in dB as marked

(S) Figure 12a is an offset doppler display as a function of range. The offset fre-
quency is 15 Hz, which gives the doppler zero frequency a midscale on the ordinate. The
integration time for the record was 5 seconds. A patch of low-level range-ambiguous
clutter is seen on the zero doppler line from 41 to 550 n.mi. Other weaker clutter re-turns are seen at ranges short of 300 r ... i. The calibration signal of 100 gV (peak topeak) is seen at 400 n.mi. at a doppler of 5 Hz above the carrier.

(S) An explanation is in order regarding the doppler sense of .echoes. Before theanalysis of Fig. 12a was made, the local oscillator reference frequency was shifted to
make recede meteor echoes appear in the upper half of the doppler display instead of thelower half and approach echoes appear in the lower half. The change was made to pre-vent the spurious signal seen at the bottom of the readout from contaminating or biasing
the recede echo domain.

(S) In Figure 12a an intensified range window (168 to 365 n.ini.) is seen overlaying
at least four meteors whose dominant echo is on the recede side (above in the figure) of
the radar carrier frequency (doppler zero). The range strobe is centered on a meteor at
305 n.mi.

(S) Figure 12b is an amplitude-vs-doppler readout for Fig. 12a. The doppler extent S
is from +13 Hz (approach) at the left to -15 Hz at the right. The inset amplitude scaling
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11 15 56 112656

(S) Fig. 8a--An I 1-minute offset doppler record of meteor echo distribution with
doppler frequency. The range sample is 277 to 357 n.mi.
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(S) Fig. 8b-Spectral readout of the 11-minute record of Fig. 8a.
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(S) Fig. 9a-An 11-minute offset doppler record of meteor echo distribution with
doppler frequency. The range sample is 357 to 437 n.mi.
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(S) Fig. 9b-Spectral readout of the 11-minute record of Fig. 9a
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(7) Fig. 10a -An 11-minute offset doppler record of meteor echo distribution with
doppler frequency. The range sample is 357 to 437 n.mi.
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(S) Fig. 10b-Spectral readout of the 11-minute record of Fig. 10a
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(S) Fig. 11-An 11-minute offset doppler record of meteor echo distribuiaon with doppler
frequency, taken with reduced transmitter power. The range sample is 357 to 437 n. mi.
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(S) Fig. 12a-An offset 5 -. ;econd doppler-versus-range record showing
near-range meteors
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-6

-42

-0

-J
0,.

-424

-15 -I0 -5 0 5 10 13
DOPPLER FREQUENCY (Hz)

(S) Fig. 12b-Spectral readout of meteor echoes in Fig. 12a. The relative amplitude is
in 6-dB steps as indicated. 0 dB is equivalent to a 100 pV (peak to peak) signaL

consists of 6-dB steps, with the maximum level corresponding to a 100-MV (peak to peak)
calibration signal. During the near-range meteor observations system sensitivity was as
good as -148 dBW at times. The amplitude-vs-doppler display to the right of midscale
(recede) is a composite of the spectral character of the several meteors in the range win-
dow of Fig. 12a. Two of the returns are slightly below 50 PV (peak to peak) in signal
strength. There is a rather dramatic difference in signal levels on the two sides of the
doppler zero, with the recede echo structures being the larger.

Far-Range Meteor Echoes

(S) As daylight approached on 23 February, ionospheric refractien developed which
permitted illumination of meteors at far ranges. Figure 13, an offset-doppler record as a
function of range, shows a backscatter pattern with a meteor echo. The pulse-repetition
frequency for the far-range look was 30 pps, which allowed unambiguous ranging on the
backscatter. The unambiguous doppler extent is thus 13 Hz which has been partitioned
into two segments in Fig. 13. Approach dopplers appear below the earth return (centered
approximately on the zero doppler line) and recede signals are in evidence above the
backscatter. Energy is returned from earth scattering over the region 1280 to 2200 n.mi.
The wide-band meteor return occurs at 1600 n.mi. Its doppler sense can be seen to be
predominantly recede, with an indication of weaker returns on the approach side.
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1 : 11S n. mi. 1'eearth return is nioted along a line represented by zero doppler. Thie
doppIle(r i rregulari ties in the earth return are due to instabilities in the newly formed re-
frac1tin~g ionosphere. The vertical intonsifications in the record are meteor nosek echoes.
It can he seen that they are scattered over the unambiguous doppler extent, of which
half is b~elow the clutter and half is above. The echoes on the recede (upper) side seem~
miore pronounced than those on the approach (lower) side. Frcm comparison of Fig.
1,1 with Fig. 7a it is obvious that the number of echoes is appreciably smaller in the far
range for eqJual observing times.

(S) Figure 15a is anl 11-minute record like Fig. 14. The earth-return development
commences near the left margin and increases in intensity with increasing record time.
TFhe mleteor echo showing double sideband energies, designated at point A in the record.
is spe~ctrally analyzed in Fig. 15b. A narrow sampling window (time) was used to pre-
dudeI theV inclusion of echoes at other times. Inasmuch as the sampling examines all
(lolpllers, we see responses from the earth return in Fig. 15b in addition to the spectral
components due to the meteor echo. The double-response earth echo is the largest
echo in the frame. Its pattern appears shifted slightly to the approach side of the (loppller
zvro. '[his shift is due to the descending motion of the ionosphere for this time of day.
Tlhe meteor echo can be seen to have energy spread over most of the spectrum.

-75

Li

I-

7,- D

150208A 15:13-08
TIME (GMT)

IS) Fig,g I~m-An ll-mlnute offset doppler record of far-range meteor echoes and
earth ret urn, Dloppier z'ero is midscale on the ordinate. Recede dopplers are above
the vluippilr zero andi approach are below. The range sample is 1258 to 1318 n.mi.

IS Figure I C~a is yet another I 1-minute offset (lolpler record of far-range meteor
iiof.A'. n)itty xi weaxk earth echo Is apparent in this frame. The meteor echoes at points
;Aif ait flhiavo lom-u; si-'ctrally sttialyzed Ili Figs. 16(1b and 16cl respectively. in, both or

jilw #,, evilpl Ir.;1th ineeor returnj yields spectral components on both sides of doppler
ls's 1014 thl In rill u~ira.41 to the majority of meteor I1ort echooes, which show a p~reference

t 't. rotr M11, l~r~ It ift 4(div(,ts from examining (over a 7.5-11z p~artition in each direction)
fIist m'fotsrt itih,e on1w rir -ranlge that they van he spiectrally dispersive.
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(S) Fig. 15b-Spectral readout for the meteor echo at point A in Fig. 15a. The doppler
extent is from +5.5 Hz on the left to -7.5 Hz on the right
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(S) Fig. 16a--An 11-minute offset doppler record of far-range meteor echoes and
weak earth return. The range sample is 1198 to 1258 n.mi.
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(S) Fig. 16b-Spectral readout for the meteor echo at point A in Fig. 16a
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(S) Fig 16c--Spectral readout for the meteor echo at point B in Fig. 16a
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summary given in Fig. 17b, the ratio of recede to approach is approximately 2.5:1.
These counts were made without regard to strength of echo. On the basis of observa-
tions the predominant energy is in the recede region. A simple ratio of counts may be
misleading if ai, attempt is made to infer total-echo-energy doppler distribution.

(S) In addition to bcaling the NRL results, an FPS-95 data tape (tape 513) was
analyzed for a partitioned count and a ratio of recede to approach echoes for returns in
the near region as well as the far region. Figure 18a gives the results of counting the
near-range meteors in 40-mile range bins from 120 n.mi. to 680 n.mi. Of the 175 ef boes
116 appeared as recede targets and 59 were approach targets. The ratio of recede to
approach is approximately 2:1. Figure 18b gives the results of far-range meteor scaling.
Of this smaller sample of 51 echoes, 36 were recede echoes and 15 were approach echoes,

thus giving a recede-to-approach ratio of close to 2.5:1.

25

20 r -_j -
-F-i

20'

-I i
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W r_

ZI- --- CEDE
I I

O0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 "
RANGE (n.mi.)

(a) Near range (175 echoes)
(S) Fig. 18--Meteor echoes as determined with the FPS-95 radar

on 15 March 1972

R•ECAPITULATION AND FURTHER COMMENTS

(S) It is appropriate at tbis point to compare the theoretical characteristics of
meteor echoes as as•sessed from the literature and the experimental characteristics from
Madre and FPS-95 observations with the description of the FPS-95 noise given in the
Background section to see which features coincide for the two phenomena. Salient
features of this comparison are discussed below.
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(b) Far range (51 echoes)

(S) Fig. 18-(Continued)

(S) * The noise varies mnarkedly with range; it is not uniformly distributed over
all range bins as noise should be. If the noise is range discrete, it is likely not noise but a
subtle echo. Meteor echoes are not uniformly distributed over the range base, because
they occur at discrete locations in the meteor region (100-km height) at slant ranges out
to the line-of-sight tangent ray and at one or more regions beyond the first ionospheric
refraction. This investigation definitely confirms the meteor echoes to be localized in
range and not uniformly distributed.

S(S) * Range-related noise is seen in different seasons, at different times of the
day, in various beams, on both polarizations, and at various operating frequencie%.
Meteors are an ever-present natural reflector of electromagnetic energy. It is therefore no
surprise that whatever portion of the FPS-95 noise attributable to meteors would evidence
a pattern of being ever present (over discrete range regions).

(S) 0 In addition it is quite conceivable that the FPS-95 radar, being at a high
magnetic latitude, might experience echoes from spread F, from auroral scatterers, and
from field-aligned ionization at orthogonal intersection of the radar ray with the
geomagnetic field. Wide-band signals outside normal clutter dopplers may be elicited
from magnetic-field-aligned ionization at or near the geomagnetic equator. Hudnall [20]
has observed such echoes, on at least one occasion, with the FPS-95 radar. These echoes,
which do exceed the spectral limits of normal clutter and are generated at long distances
(> 6000 n.mi.), compete strongly for doppler range space in a high-PRF environment.
NRL has observed these echoes consistently at 5000 to 6000 n.mi. from the Chesapeake
Bay installation. They can in fact hamper aircraft detections at much closer ranges (1000
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to 1500 rLmL). All such echoes should be identifiable in a radar with sufficient flexi-
bility in range sampling. These echoes should exhibit discrete appearance in the range
and doppler profiles. Moderately spread clutter echoes are regularly seen at dawn and
dusk when the ionization of the ionosphere increases and diminishes. These match the
range extent of the clutter; they do not lead the clutter in range.

(S) * The noise tends somewhat to be proportional to ground clutter amplitude,
hence the name clutter-related noise. This particular aspect of the problem has not been
directly addressed in this investigation, but some intuitive comments are in order. First,
the amplitude of the clutter echo is a function of the loss over the path both in the
refracting layer as well as in the D region. If the loss is low, the clutter will be enhanced.
By the same token the energy density existing at meteoric heights, at ranges in advance

of the clutter echo, will also be above normal. This will increase the meteor echo rate on
the system. It seems reasonable that the me'•eoi echo flux will essentially ride up and
down with clutter echo amplitude, as that in turn is a descriptor of the existing propaga-
tion path. As a second matter, consideration should be given to the possibility that
meteor echoes as well as clutter will generate spurious modulation products as a function
of nonlinearities in the radar-antenna ground screen. This mechanism, presently being
studied by Rafuse [191, would not differentiate between the incoming signals, along a
given ray path, as to whether they are meteor echoes or earth returns. Meteor echo
amplitudes as well as earth echo amplitudes are both a function of illuminating energy
density. The same ray that collects a ground reflection is also prone to fetch a meteor
echo when it penetrates the E layer. The propagation path loss should affect the clutter
and nearby meteor echo amplitudes alike.

(S) * Energy is spread into doppler domains well removed from the clutter
spectrum. It is the nature of the meteor echo that it should possess doppler content
beyond the normal bandwidth of normal clutter echoes. During trail formation the echo
evidences approach/recede bandwidth occupancies in accordance with the diffraction-
pattern theory [10]. Reflections from the trail after formation often show motion at
velocities consistent with E-layer winds, which again places the echo energy out of the
bandwidth of the normal clutter.

(S) * The noise level is asymmetric between approaching and receding doppler
bins. The literature searched and the experimental evidence examined bear witness to
the fact that the echo energy received from the meteor nose is distributed asymmetrically
across the av"' able doppler bandwidth, with recede energy dominating over approach
energy. Conlormation of this unequal energy partition was obtained at transmitter pulse-
power levels from 2.3 MW to 73 kW. FPS-95 radar engineers have indicated that the
spectral asymmetrical distribution shows recede energy to dominate in the near range and
again in the noise that precedes the clutter, but beyond the clutter leading edge there is
no predi.sposition to asymmetry. In the Madre data taken 23 February, as witnessed by
Fig. 17b, the far-range meteors persist in unequal division of spectral energy beyond the
leading edge (1280 n.mi.) of the clutter. It appears from the sampling of 355 echoes in
the far range that there is no change in spectral energy distribution at the clutter leading
edge.
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(S) In general, a meteor is classified as being either a shower meteor or a sporadic
meteor [211. The shower meteor is associated with one of the many showers that the
earth passes through annually. A meteor in a shower is generally of a larger mass than a
sporadic meteor. The radiant (apparent source in the celestial sphere) is reasonably well
known for the shower meteors. Their velocity spread from shower to shower is well
known. Radiants and pre-event velocities for sporadic meteors are not known. The
geometry (beam position) could be important for optimum viewing (or disregard) of
meteors in a shower stream. On the other hand, sporadic meteors should be available
across all beam positions. The population of a given-size meteor is approximately propor-
tional to the reciprocal of its mass. The FPS-95 radar system is in all likelihood suf-
ficiently sensitive to see echoes produced by very small meteors (electron line densities of
10"l to 1012), of which there are 1011 impacting the earth's atmosphere per day [5.
In the experiment of 23 February the echo rate was approximately one echo per second
somewhere between 120 and 680 n.mi Measurements made with the Madre system were
only down to a level of -148 dBW, whereas the desired noise floor of the FPS-95 is -17S
dBW. Most of the noise that plagues the FPS-95 is below the detection threshold of the
Madre radar. One can only speculate how many more weaker echoes would have been
seen in the Madre data at near and far ranges if an additional 30-dB sensitivity had been
available. The sporadic-meteor population is substantial enough to give an appreciable
number of echoes below the -148 dBW level on the FPS-95 radar. Figure 19, due to
McKinley [91, is the diurnal behavior of meteor echo rates for several sensing methods.
The general tread shown is that there is less than an order of magnitude change (perhaps
2 to 5) in the meteor rates between 0600 hours and 1800 hours. Striking diurnal patterns
in FPS-95 noise have not been noticed. One wonders if the system is not saturated, at
least in the near region, at 1800 hours and if the modest increase that takes place during
the night is imperceptible due to preexisting saturation.
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(U) Fig. 19-The mean daily variation of meteor rates for
several sensing methods
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(S) From the foregoing review of the FPS-95 range-related noise and its comparison
with the features of meteor-nose echoes, it is concluded that meteors are likely a strong
contributor to the observed noise. Reasonable coincidences exist between all paired
characteristics of the RRN and meteor echoes. The next section discusses procedures to
permit operation in an environment of natural echoes (meteors).

RECOMMENDATIONS

(S) Since NRL commenced its OTH investigations in the mid-1950's, meteor echoes
have been an ever-present natural echo. There is no easy way to eliminate them com-
pletely, but judicious choice of operating parameters can lessen their impact on detection
sensitivities. The meteor echo falls into the general classes: meteor-nose echo and meteor-
trail echo.

(S) From NRL experience it can be said that a meteor-nose echo possessing a dis-
persive doppler signature may resemble an echo from a thrusting missile stage. A dis-
criminant between the two would be the duration of the echo with the meteor-nose echo
lasting no longer than the radar integration period whereas the missile-burn echo may
persist for several integration periods.

(S) The meteor-trail echo initially may possess moderately broad doppler character
which over a period of many seconds or even minutes becomes perhaps as spectrally com-
pact as an aircraft echo. At times a meteor-trail echo may be confused with an aircraft
echo on the basis of a single-integration-period look. Only a minority of meteors yield
this type of echo. Time again provides the discrimination between the two; the genuine
aircraft target will build a coherent range-vs-time track and the meteor echo will even-
tually be dismissed as false.

(S) The use of 5- and 10-second integration periods with Madre have permitted the
consistent OTH detection of aircraft and missiles without compromising degradation in
performance due to meteor trails.

(S) If we assume the meteor echoes will ever be with an OTH radar, certain sug-
gestions can be made concerning FPS-95 radar operation that would permit alleviation
and/or accommodation of meteor echoes in order that detection performance not be ad-
versely affected. Some of the changes recommended are modifications to existing hard-
ware/software, and others deal with operating procedures. Some of these changes may
be in the process of being implemented at this writing. The hardware/software recom-
mendations are:

0 Permit 250-ps-pulse-width operation at all PRF's including 10 pps.

* Adapt signal processing to accomplish full spectral analysis of designated
range window(s) at 10 pps.

* Implement three or more bits of gray-scale intensification to permit better
target-signature discrimination.
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0 Enhance the flexibility of the threshold control, enabling the setting to be
changed dynamically within a given integration period.

The operational-procedure recommendations are:

0 Use a short pulse (250 ps) to segment ranges of meteor echoes. Identify and
spectrally analyze single and multiple meteors to determine their coincidence in character
with that of the range-related noise.

* Implement narrow range sampling to preclude meteor echo energy from fall-
ing in the same range interval as a target.

* Implement shorter integration periods for larger-cross-section targets (mis-
siles) to avoid keeping short-lived meteor echoes over long integration periods; that is, do
not accumulate meteor echoes that will compete against man-made targets.

* For range-ambiguous man-made targets make judicious choice of the PRF to
avoid folding the target region into a high-meteor-density region.

* Critically examine the spectral character of the meteor echo, compare it with
that of an aircraft and missile, and use the differences to establish target recognition criteria
in the presence of meteor activity.

* Learn to ignore the meteor echo and to see through it to ferret out the unique
signatures of man-made targets.
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